Noise-induced increase in human auditory evoked neuromagnetic fields.
Noise is usually detrimental to auditory perception. However, recent psychophysical studies have shown that low levels of broadband noise may improve signal detection. Here, we measured auditory evoked fields (AEFs) while participants listened passively to low-pitched and high-pitched tones (Experiment 1) or complex sounds that included a tuned or a mistuned component that yielded the perception of concurrent sound objects (Experiment 2). In both experiments, stimuli were embedded in low or intermediate levels of Gaussian noise or presented without background noise. For each participant, the AEFs were modeled with a pair of dipoles in the superior temporal plane, and the effects of noise were examined on the resulting source waveforms. In both experiments, the N1m was larger when the stimuli were embedded in low background noise than in the no-noise control condition. Complex sounds with a mistuned component generated an object-related negativity that was larger in the low-noise condition. The results show that low-level background noise facilitates AEFs associated with sound onset and can be beneficial for sorting out concurrent sound objects. We suggest that noise-induced increases in transient evoked responses may be mediated via efferent feedback connections between the auditory cortex and lower auditory centers.